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Abstract
Forecasting by artificial neural network is a popular approach in recent years. This paper proposes a new hybrid approach
PCNP-PSONN which combines the Primitive Cognitive Network Process (PCNP) and Particle Swarm Optimization Neural 
Network (PSONN) for forecasting. PCNP is a rectified approach of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), to quantify the 
influence of factors, whilst Particle Swarm Optimization has been used for optimizing the neural network by improving the
learning efficiency. The combination of PCNP and PSONN, PCNP-PSONN, can increase accuracy of network through selection
of high influenced factors.
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1. Introduction
Forecasting is the process of predicting the result by some known factors. Back Propagation Neural Network 
(BPNN) which is the classical approach of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) originally introduced by Bryson and
Ho in 1969 [1], is widely used in forecasting area. It is one kind of feed forward neural network which uses gradient 
descent in error back propagation to reduce the error rate. The error rate is easily to fall into local minimum instead
of global minimum value which is the optimal solution in training process by applying gradient descent [3][14].
Whilst the large number of influence factors for forecasting issues may reduce the accuracy of the neural network
[3][14]. In this paper, a new hybrid approach PCNP-PSONN has been proposed to select the best factors from data 
source. An evolutionary computation technique, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) has been used for changing the 
gradient descent for training process to improve the performance. Primitive Cognitive Network Process (PCNP)
which is a kind of decision process is introduced for quantifying the subjective judgments of each influence factors
to reduce the input number for neural network analysis.
PSO has a strong ability to find global optimistic result. It is used in data clustering and function optimization
since it had been developed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [11]. The basic procedure is to represent every
possible solution as particle. All particles have fitness values which are calculated by fitness function and velocities
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which direct the flight of each particle. Every particle accelerates in the direction of its own best position and the 
global best position in the moment of this iteration process [4] [15]. The particle may flow the current optimum 
particle by updating its position and velocity. The global optimal solution could be generated by the iterations of 
updating generation [10]. In PSONN, the weight and bias of the ANN are regarded as the particle position for the 
PSO process, and the error function is regarded as the fitness function. The global optimal pair of weight and bias 
for neural network is output by PSO algorithm [2]. 
The primitive cognitive network process (PCNP) [7] [8] [9] is the recent method for computing the influence 
weight. It is one kind of cognitive network process (CNP). CNP is an approach rectifying the mathematical 
representation problem of the perception of the difference of  pairwise comparisons in Analytic Hierarchy Process 
(AHP), which is a popular tool for complex decision making problems and has been developed by Saaty in 1980 
[13]. [5] proposed a hybrid approach of AHP and BPNN to optimize the classical BPNN. As PCNP is improvement 
of AHP and PSONN is improvement of BPNN, the combination of PCNP and PSONN is feasible. This study aims 
to design a PCNP-PSONN model based on combining the primitive cognitive network process (PCNP) and Particle 
Swarm Optimization Neural Network (PSONN). 
2. PCNP-PSONN 
PCNP is used to quantify the weights of the factors as the input variables of PSONN. The factor of less weight is 
not selected from the data source. PSONN uses the best influenced factors which are selected form the data source 
as input variables for network training. The structure diagram is shown in Fig 1 and the algorithm is presented as 
below: 
 
Fig.1 Overview of PCNP-PSONN 
 
Step 1 Weight determination by Primitive Cognitive Network Process  
Primitive Cognitive Network Process (PCNP) [7] [8] [9] is used to determine the weights of factors in PCNP-
PSONN. To formulate the problem, the factors are regarded as the criteria in PCNP. 
Let the factors of data source be 1 2, ,..., nx x x . The measurement scale schema , X  is used to represent the 
paired comparison between two factors.  is the set of linguistic labels of the paired interval scales such as Equally; 
Weakly; Moderately; Moderately plus; Strongly; Strong Plus; Very Strongly; Very, very strongly; Extremely. X  is 
the numerical representation of  , and has form (1) . 
| , , 1,0,1, , , 0i iX i  (1) 
Pairwise Opposite Matrix (POM) B which is formed by subjective judgments of decision makers determines the 
importance of each factor by using form (2) where iv  means the importance of factor ix . ijb  is the different 
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importance between factor ix  and jx . For instance, 12 1b   means the factor 1x is weakly more important than 
factor 2x . 
12 1 1 2 1
21 2 2 1 2
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B  needs to be validated by the Accordance Index (AI) with  form (3). If 0AI , B  is perfectly accordant; If
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B  is prioritized and normalized to the priority vector W  by the cognitive prioritization operator in form (4) and  
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The weights will be used in step 2. 
Step 2 Factors selection based on influence weight 
The factor with less weight should not be selected from the data source in this step. The selection rule is shown 
by form (6).  
If  ( ) /iW x n  , Re ( )n ix move x , (0,1] , 1,2,...,i n                           (6) 
The parameter  is determined by the expert and the value of  should be set to be 1 by default. n  is the 
number of original factors and m  is the number of selected factors . If the weight of factor ix is less than the 
threshold / n , it should not be selected from the data source. The selected factors 1 2, ,..., mz z z construct into the 
input variables of next stage.  
Step 3 Weight and bias calculation by Particle Swarm Optimization Neural Network 
PSONN algorithm can be referred to [2] [6] [10]. 
To initialize the neural network, the number of neurons in three layers should be determined by the size of input 
data source 1 2, ,..., mz z z . In the network, weights jiw and bias jb  of  set 1 ({ },{ })ji jW w b  are in hidden layer,  
whilst kjw and kb  of set 2 ({ },{ })kj kW w b  are in output layer. The number of neurons in input layer, hidden layer 
and output layer are m  , l  and o  respectively, where 1,2,...,i m  , 1,2,...,j l  and 1,2,...,k o . The dimension 
for searching space D  is of the form, * *D m l l l o o , and 1,2,...,d D . The number of particles Q  (the 
size of population) is determined by the dimension. Generally, Q is range from 20 to 50 [12], and 1,2,...,q Q . The 
velocity vector 1 2 , 1( , ,... ..., , )q q q qd q D qDV V V V V V and position vector 1 2 , 1( , ,... ..., , )q q q qd q D qDX X X X X X of q th 
particle are randomly initialized by form (7). Position vector qX  is composed of 1W  and 2W  . The random value 
of ()rands  is from -1 to 1. The maximum element of velocity maxV  , and the maximum element of position maxX  are 
determined by user. A Particle has position and velocity, and Velocity is used to adjust the position. 
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max max max max max max
( 1, 2) { },{ },{ },{ }
* (), * (), [ , ], [ , ]
q ji j kj k
qd qd qd qd
X W W w b w b
V V rands X X rands V V V X X X
           (7) 
The Mean Square Error (MSE) E   (form (8)) is regarded as the fitness value of the position qX . For each 
position qX , kst  is the k th target output of the s th training sample and ksy  is the k th forecasting output of the s
th training sample. se  is the MSE of  the s th training sample. E  is the average MSE of all training samples. N  is 
the number of the training samples and member of sample is defined as 1,2,...,s N . In form (9), isz  is the input 
variable of factor iz which is selected from 1 2, ,..., nx x x  of the s th training sample. In form (10), ( )jsf h  is the 
excitation function which jsh  means the input value of the j th hidden neuron of the s th sample.   
2
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The individual best position vector 1 2 , 1( , ,... ..., , )q q q qd q D qDP P P P P P  of q th particle and global best position 
vector 1 2 1( , ,... ..., , )d D DGP GP GP GP GP GP  are updated by comparing the fitness value of each particle. If the 
fitness value of current position vector currentP of the particle is less than the one of qP , the currentP will replace qP . If 
the fitness value of current position vector currentP of the particle is less than the one of GP , the currentP will replace the 
GP .  The velocity qdV  and position qdX  are updated by form (11) and (12). If the velocity qdV  is larger than the 
maximum value maxV  , it will be changed to maxV . If the velocity qdV  is less than the minimum value minV  , it will be 
changed to minV . If the position qdX  is larger than the maximum value maxX  , it will be changed to maxX . If the 
position qdX  is less than the minimum value minX  , it will be changed to minX .  Parameters 1 2,C C  are set to 2.0 
typically [6]. They reflect the weighting of acceleration terms which pull the current particle toward the qP  and GP . 
1r and 2r  are random numbers from 0 to 1.  Inertia weight ( )W k  is computed by form (13), where k  is current 
iteration time and K  is whole iteration time. 
1 1 2 2( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )qd qd qd qd d qdV k W k V k C r P X C r GP X                                                                   (11)           
( 1) ( ) ( 1)qd qd qdX k X k V k           (12) 
max max min( ) ( )( / )W k W W W k K                               (13)           
The procedure is iteratively calculated until it reaches the iteration time or E .  is the expected precision. 
The global best position of final iteration is the optimal solution.  The elements of the global best position are the 
optimal parameters of weight and bias for the PSONN. The weight and bias are used to complete the network for 
training. The forecasting output with test sample is calculated by form (9) and (10).  Furthermore, the trained neural 
network can test performance with comparing the target output and forecasting output of test sample by error form 
(8). 
3. Simulation 
The aim of this instance is to train the network with training samples and use the trained neural network to 
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forecast the output value with testing samples by PCNP-PSONN. There are five samples 1 5, ,  which contain 
the input variables of eight factors 1 8, ,B B  and their target outputs are 1 5, ,t t . Four samples 1 2 3 4, , ,  are 
used to train the network and the sample 5 is used to test the network. The data source is shown in Table 1: 
Table 1: The data source 
 
 
Step 1 Weight determination by Primitive Cognitive Network Process  
The pairwise opposite matrix and importance determined by form (1) and (2) are shown in Table 2. The 
Accordance Index is computed by form (3) and weights are computed by form (4) and (5).  The AI of the POM is 
equal to 0, which means the POM is perfectly accordant.   
Table 2: Pairwise Opposite Matrix and their weight (AI=0) 
 1B  2B  3B  4B  5B  6B  7B  8B  W 
1B  0 1 2 2 8 7 2 3 0.174 
2B  -1 0 1 1 7 6 1 2 0.158 
3B  -2 -1 0 0 6 5 0 1 0.143 
4B  -2 -1 0 0 6 5 0 1 0.143 
5B  -8 -7 -6 -6 0 -1 -6 -5 0.049 
6B  -7 -6 -5 -5 1 0 -5 -4 0.064 
7B  -2 -1 0 0 6 5 0 1 0.143 
8B  -3 -2 -1 -1 5 4 -1 0 0.127 
   
Step 2 Factors selection based on influence weight                                                
The input variables of factor 5B and 6B  are removed from the data source, as their weights 0.049 and 0.064 are 
less than / 1/ 8 0.125n  by form (6). The six factors 1 2 3 4 7 8, , , , ,B B B B B B  are selected and shown in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: The selected data  
Factor Train Test 
 1  2  3  4  5  
Factor Train Test 
1  2  3  4  5  
1B  1 3 5 7 9 
2B  1 2 3 4 5 
3B  2 3 4 5 6 
4B  3 4 5 6 7 
5B  2 1 2 1 2 
6B  1 2 1 2 1 
7B  4 5 6 7 8 
8B  0 1 2 3 4 
st   2 4 6 8 10 
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1B  1 3 5 7 9 
2B  1 2 3 4 5 
3B  2 3 4 5 6 
4B  3 4 5 6 7 
7B  4 5 6 7 8 
8B  0 1 2 3 4 
st   2 4 6 8 10 
 
Step 3 Weight and bias calculation by Particle Swarm Optimization Neural Network 
In Table 3, the input variables of factors 1 2 3 4 7 8, , , , ,B B B B B B  of sample 1 2 3 4, , ,  and the target output 
1 2 3 4, , ,t t t t  of sample 1 2 3 4, , ,  are used to train the network. The number of neurons in input layer, hidden layer 
and output layer are 6, 6 and 1 respectively, i.e. 6, 6, 1m l o . The dimension is 6*6 6 6*1 1 49D . 
The number of particles is 20Q . The velocity of 0.1qdV  and position of 1qdX  for q th particle are randomly 
initialized by form (7). The range of velocity qdV  is from -1 to 1 and the range of position qdX   is from -3 to 3.  The 
weight and bias are 1, 1, 1, 1ji j kj kw b w b  . In addition, 1 22, 2C C  and 1 20.5, 0.5r r . Inertia weight 
( )W k  is from 0.4 to 0.9. The whole iteration time is 30K and the expect precision is 510 . 
The output of 1 2 3 4, , ,  is calculated to achieve fitness value of current position currentP  which is the position 
1X  of the  particle 1   by forms (8) - (10). 1 2 20, ,...,q  is a particle. 





1 2 3 4
1
( ) 6 (10) 1 5
1 1( ) (2 5) 4.5
2 2
1 1 1( ) (4.5 0.5 0.5 4.5) 2.5
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e t y
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                           (14)           
The fitness value E  of currentP  which is the position 1X  is 2.5 by form (14). If 1P  and GP  are equal to currentP  , 
the fitness of 1P  and GP  are both 2.5. The velocity and position are updated by using form (11) - (13): 
 11 11 1 1 11 11 2 2 1 11
11 11 11
(2) (1) (1) ( ) ( ) 0.883*0.1 2*0.5*(1 1) 2*0.5*(1 1) 0.0883
(2) (1) (2) 1 0.0883 1.0883
V W V C r P X C r GP X
X X V
  (15  
The weight 11 1.0883w  calculated by form (15) is from the first neuron 1Z  of input layer to the first neuron 1H  
of hidden layer. 1 2 6, ,...,iZ Z Z Z  is the neuron of input layer and 1 2 6, ,...,jH H H H  is the neuron of hidden layer. 
Based on the computational process in form (15), all new weight and bias in hidden layer and output layer are 
1.0883.   
Finally, similarly other particles are calculated to find the qP  and GP by form (14) and (15) .The procedure is 
iteratively computed form updating 1X  to updating 20X  until k K or E . The global best position of the 
optimal solution is in the last iteration. The weight and bias, which are the elements of global best position, are used 
to complete the network. Sample 5  is used to test the performance of network. The best weight and bias with 30 
iteration times are shown in Table 4. 
Table 4: The best weight and bias  
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jiw jb
Hidden layer -0.7663 0.2033 0.2090 -0.2492 -0.0820 -0.3592 -0.5316
-0.4580 -0.1974 0.0626 0.1622 -0.0820 -0.1621 -0.2961
0.6951 -0.0029 -0.5414 0.7384 0.3857 -0.2092 -0.5713
-0.2625 0.2793 -0.5250 0.2964 -0.6383 -0.5118 0.3433
0.1294 0.3717 0.5775 0.7354 -0.3442 0.1935 0.2269
-0.0508 0.1956 -0.7650 -0.4062 0.5568 0.4017 0.1613
kjw kb
Output layer -0.5831 -0.5840 0.3394 -0.5024 -0.6071 0.2455 -0.0703
Table 5 shows the mean square error and error rate of the test results by PSONN and PCNP-PSONN, and the
results are computed by the average of 10 test times. Fig 2 shows the curves of prediction results by PSONN and 
PCNP-PSONN. Due to the factor selection by PCNP, the input variables of factor 1 2 3 4 7 8B B B B B B are selected to
train the PSONN and it improves the accuracy for the single PSONN which uses input variables of factors 1 8B B ,
without selection. For forecasting results in this case, PCNP-PSONN is therefore more accurate than PSONN in due 
to factors screening process of PCNP.
Table 5: The result MSE and error rate of PCNP-PSONN and PSONN
Mean Square Error Error rate
PSONN 0.1070 26.95%
PCNP-PSONN 0.0222 14.49%
Fig.2 Target output and result output by PSONN and PCNP-PSONN
4. Conclusions
This paper proposes a hybrid approach of PCNP-PSONN for forecasting. An instance case demonstrates the
usability and validity of this hybrid approach. This research will further investigate in two directions: further 
improving PSONN method and excavating the potential of combining PCNP into the other kinds of ANN.
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